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A

PREFACE "_'

The purpose of this study Is to datermir the necessary equipment
procurement actiors and procedural changes need to ensure the DOD

-bidreearch and development program reds are met. It was
dr" at the request of the DOD Spa Trarortation System Proam
Office due to their concern over the growing prableMs in getting LUD
R80 payloads onto the shuttle. The study approacrs trw problem trm a
man, ement rather than technical standpoint. This is due to th
perception that the major difficulty Is getting acces to the STS and .

related support equipment rather than a deficiency on tle part of
existing experiment support structures. Tr Intent of this study Is to
provide a framnsork for procurement actiorns by the STS Program Office.

One of the difficulties faced In conducting the study Is that much
of the information pertinent to the subject is undocumented. The STS
is a relatively new syston and many of trw procedures, especially
administrative, change an experience Is gained. Unfortunately, the
documantation lags behind the changes. The author, however, was the
OM representative on the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration's Flight Asignment Working Group for two years and was
presnt at many meetings Were these procedures were diecltmm. Much
of the matarial ued In this report was learned in these meetings.
However, to ensure accuracy, data for which no documentation exists was
verified through Individuals currently working in the STS Program
Office. These Individuals are cited In the report.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Part of our College mission is distribution of the
students' problem solving products to DoD

~.sponsors and other interested agencies to
enhance insight into contemporary, defense

i~related issues. While the College has accepted this
product as meeting academic requirements for
graduation, the views and opinions expressed or

t implied are solely those of the author and should
not be construed as carrying official sanction.

"insights into tomorrow"

REPORT NUMBER -oo
AUTHOR(S) W-O .A-4- A. -PEP.O-PH, SAF

TITLE STE EXPERJET 9FPKJRT STRxjC;h_ t~s ASMES-t S'jT

I. Purpose: To dev,.,elop a Procurement strategy f1or onie or mrore e, erre-t
support structures to ensure the legitirrate needs of the CL R&D comrrun it;,
are reat.

I I. Problem: The IX[O space-based R&D P-rogra sgoA'n.es:a ;nt h
ad ,ent of The Strategic Defense Initiative. Hawkever. +.4e Space
Transport~ation System (SBI). which flies manv of the RSL payloads. i= rnot
able to support all The traffic. Conseq-ently, the Cois 'irterested in
pufchasing additional support equipinent to help alleviate The shorftfall in
the 7S sys~temr.

~,Data: The suPPort available to R&D payloads has grv.tn with the SS
itself. Today' there are -n or rrore, experiment, support striuctures av-ailable.
These struct,.-es Pro'~d Teajrtofthe support to CD ca-.loads. The 4CM is spcnsoring a -,wide vIariet. of experiments. and will Probabli :crtirueto do so. altho'gh The nature Of the experiments will most likely change. *

Trhe change, associated with The Strategic Defense initiative. oi]] zrobabl',
be toward increasing ccri~lexity and size. The Nlational Aeronautics and SpaceAdministration has devLooda inf rastnjcture to spotTeRDc~wnt
Associated with the suipport are a manifesting system with tvo separate
priarit, systems - oe fojr orimar;', Pat loads and one for secon-dar, ca,, ioads,
In addition the%, ha,-e de~lpdan iritegratio:n system w-hich favors



'CONTINUED______

sirrrlicii t, and a set of in-house experiment support stnuctures cptimized fo,
simplicity,. The OCO has also develcoed an organizational structure to
support .&O Payloads. The Space Test Program and the STS Program Office tt-
have responsibilities to Provide generic euir-ent. experiment and Payload
integration. and mnitestinq supoort. Overall, there is an ex te _:ie suor .
struct're available to the OD researcher. Ha-2ver. the infrastructure is s
mruch a problem as anything else.

I' . Conclusions: The major impediment to [C) space-based R2 s the ASA
manifesting and integration systems. The strategy to Procure an-. structare
must take this into account. In addition. the OCC must implement ,r o-erall
Priority system to ensure efforts to get OW R& experiments into space are,
appropriately directed.

. ecommendation: The ODC should Purchase a carrier flexible enough to
*satisti a wide variety of existing experiments and ie increasing ccxlexit.
expected in the future. In addition. the OM sould support existina_ flAE
Programs to ensure ade ate resources are available for OC, reeds-. -_ ..
the M should implement an overall Priority system.

.%
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rhapter One

Ir rT IMJ.

After M flights (as of 15 r.,/ember 1965) The United States' Space
Transportation System (STS) has proven to be a tor:horse in regards to
Its ability to support basic research and development (R&D)
experimentation. Over the course of these flights hundreds of
experiments supporting basic and applied research and development have :
been conducted, including 76 separate experiments on mission STS Ei-A
(3:24). A review of the rNational Aeronautics and Space
Administration's (NASA) STS manifest reveals that the tuture will hold
to the same course. For exaTle. NASA scheduled 36 R&D type
experiments, mostly small payloads, on the four flights follrir!ng STSI'
61-A (9:6). They have scheduled opportunities for small experiments on
20 of he 46 missions to be flown between r ,venrer IM and Jul>' I.8
(9:-). Hoe-ier, he number fla., so far lags far behind the demand.
There is a tremendous backlog of RSD experiments due to the nur'erous
delays incurred by the shuttle system since it became operational in
1963 (2.5:-). As a major sponsor of R&D Payloads. the OD is concerned -:.
over this aspect of the program (23:-). One suggested way of
alleviating the Problem within the OD is to increase the 0M, irventor.
of experiment support equipment to ensure sufficient assets are
available for critical research. This study addresses this issue,

There are two ways to approach the question. One is from a -ourel;
technical standpoint. That is. the experiment requirements are
,characterized and compared to the capabilities of the existing
experiment support structures. The structure. or structures, best
mee+lng the require ents of the experiments would te purchased. If no ,..-
structure et the needs. modifications would be recommended. This was
the initial approach taken in this study, However. it was found rin_
the initial stages of this study that simply meeting he needs of the
experiments by Purchasing equipment was not the solution. The
experimentiexperiment support structure combination would exist ,Athin
he DM. but it could't get on the shuttle. The Prob ,e, aPrearez d ro:..

,anagement in nature. and that is the focus of this Paper,

The Space Transportation System is very young, As it gre.,,
eqipment, procedures. and bureaucracy ,rew with it. The euipment
,enerally met the needs of the spaceflight community. but he
prccedures and bureaucracy have often, w rked against some cu=Stmers.
The R&D communit7 is one of these (25:-). This study re.,iews the
needs. eqjipmert. Procedures. and bureaucracy in terms of its effect or,

-7T
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the OW R&D community. The Purpose is to develop a Procurement
strategy to ensure the legitimate needs of the OM research Commun i ti
are met by attacking the management issues impeding the flight of DOD)
R&D Payloads. The strategy Includes both equipment purchase and
procedural change, as both are necessary.

The study is constrained in two ways, First, only existing

experiment support structures are considered. This is mainly because
the sponsor asked that only existing equipment be considered, but also
because the Air Staff direction Provided to the OM support M
organizations can be interpreted as constraining the Procurement to
onl, existing equipment. The second study constraint is that this.
study is a too level lock at the system. The program associated with
support to the R&D comnunity is extremely complex. This study focuses
onl-v on the management aspect. The conclusions and recommendations
:c:oe from this pers ective. Should the study be approached from a _P1..
Purely technical standpoint, the recommendation for a specific carrier-V
might differ tut the overall strategy for procurement. the main goa1 of
this study. would still be valid.

.o fully cover this issue. Chapter Tw o sur.ieys the existing
experiment support structure inventory and reviews the current
experiment listing in terms of utilization of these structures.
Chapter Three looks at The way in whAich NASA supports (and hinders'j
these payloads Through ranifesting. integration. and in-house riaraged
structures. .haoter Four outlines the support and Procedures .A; by
the two CO organizations Providing launch support to the R&,
community. Chapter Five covers The findings, conclusions. and
recommendations.

In summary. this study focuses on the needs of the OW R&D
.omunity in relation to access to the STS, The increasing irrortarce.

of space in he national security arena ( m:xi) akes it imperative
,Tat he appropriate assets be in Place. Habever, he Pr-tiTe, :s ,,-
maragerent than technical. and he central focus is to sugest a ..-.
strategy to overcome the management problems. The fi-st step is to
lock at the structures and experiments to Provide a background for the
discussion.

a''
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Chapter Two

EXIERMENT S3FPCRT STlPJC--S *VD EXPERIMENT FQUIRENTFS

As the STS demonstrated an increasing capability to support R&D
experimentation. both experimental requirements and resources available
to satisfy those requirements grew. The result is a vast array of
experiments and an impressive inventory of experiment support
structures. In 1961. there were less than 40 experiments (22:5)
teuesting spaceflight support, Today the number exceeds i (25:-).
During the same period the number of support structures dedicated to
R&D increased to 20, with more under development (2:80: 4:73). (It
should be noted the Cr does have two experiment suport structures.
Hoever. hese are dedicated to-rograms having long term commitment-.
and whkien available again would not meet all the needs of the . For
that reason they are not included in this study (23:-).) In this
chapter both the existing experiment support structure inventory and
the COD payload requirements are reviewed. As stated in the
introduction. this is not meant to be a technical discussion. Rather.
The purpose of this review is to demonstrate the breadth of the need.
and the variety of capability axisting to meet that need. As will be
seen. the majority of OD R&D experiments are already scheduled to fi'
on a Particular structure. Consequently. the experiment support
structures will be reviewed first In order to provide a background for
the subseqent experiment review,

EXPERIMEI'T MP,.PQRT .SRUI-RES :

To .meet the growing needs of researchers, the numter and -.asiet%.-
of stuttle experiment support structures increased as the STS became
aperatic-al, These structures (also called carriers) Pro iide a w-ide
range of ser.iices. from simple mechanical interfaces to free-f'lying.
pointing and tracking capabilities. For the OMO this means ar'
axters ve capability exists to support the needs of its R&C, cormrunity.
In this section the current experiment support structjre inventor, i- .s
reviewed. To facilitate this review. the terms used in the
descriptions ard discussion are first defined. Then he general
characteristics of four categories of carriers are reviewed, and
advantages/disadvantages of each discussed. These categories were
developed for this Paper based an a review of the characteristics of
he various carriers. All the carriers revieed in this chapter either

currently exist. or are expcted to be available in the near-tem, (3-5-
/ears) from either r..A3A or ccrercial sources (4:75 19:-). In both

3NPR
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cases the source usually provides both the carrier and integration
support (21:-). Integration is the mounting of the experiment on the
carrier and the carrier into the shuttle. (The carrier/experiment
combination is typically called a Payload.) However. the carrier can
be Purchased outrlgt, and the integration services contracted
separately (21:-). WiJth this in mind. the definitions relating to the
review are offered.

Side-wall mounted structures: experiment support structures mounted
along the upper side-wall of the orbiter payload bay.

Across-the-bay structures: carriers attached to each side of the
Payload bay and, usually, at the base (keel) of the bay.

Keel mounted structures: carriers mounted only at the base (keel) of
the orbiter Payload bay.

Full-bay structures (also known as pallet structures): structures
lining the Payload bay. allowing use of the full volume of the bay.

Mid-deck lockers: Lockers situated in the mid- and aft-deck of the
crew compartment.

Mass capacity: the total payload weight a given carrier may support.

Experiment mounting area: the mounting surface or volume available for

experlments.

Carrier mass: the empty weight of each carrier.

Passive thermal control: temperature maintenance using thermal control
surfaces and/or blanket insulation.

Active thermal control: temperature maintenance using fluid cooling
systems involving fluid loops, valves, and pumps (i:Ch 5).

The remaining terms used in the descriptions and discussion are
self-explanatory. Gilven these terms the discussion on the four carrier
classes follows.

Passive carriers: These are support structures Providing only
experiment mounting support and mechanical interface with the orbiter.
There are eight carriers meeting this description in the current
inventory (see Table 1). (The tables used in this chapter were
developed using data from sources cited in the text.) These carriers
Provide the minimum standard services. That is. they do not have
Planned "pre-wired" connections to any orbiter-provided service
(electrical. thermal, data), nor do they Provide the service through
carrier support equipment. However. at experimenter request (and
cost). these services can be Provided (I:Ch 3: 9s:--). This is the ke':
to the flexibility inherent in these carriers. A single carrier can be

4
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Mass I Mounting I Carrier I LCocation I Source
Carrier ICapacity I Area I Maws IICa(i) (in) I (lb) I I ne1 a

1. Adaptive 300 14 x 36 19 51c*-walI Commercial
Payload
Carrier

(APC)

2. GAS 80 24 x 36 175 Side-wall NASA Ui ~ ~Adapter.2>'

3. Bridge 1000 24 x 40 158 Side-wall Commercial
Payload
Carrier

4. Extended low 24 x 43 76 Side-wall Commercial

5. Delta Keel 2 24 x 40 150 Bay keel Coitercial
Payload
Carrier

6. Capacity of 2730 81 q.ft. 850 Acrom- Comm-ercial
Oportunity the-bay
Truss.

7. Developmental 7500 188 x 132 2-0 Across- NASA
F light the-bay
I nstrument
Carrier

8. Mission 5 180 x 48 120 Across- Comercial

Pecul iar x 28 the-bay

Support
Structure

Table 1: Pamive Experiment Support Structure Characteristics.

5
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used n one mission to simly mount an experiment with no ser.ices
Provided. On the next, the same carrier can be used to tie into the
orbiter to provide a more complex experiment the full range of orbiter
support - which is quite extensive (i:Ch 5). This flexibility is
important to the question raised in this study. However. the
flexibility comes at a cost. The Pricing Policy of 4ASA is explained
in more detail in a later section. Yet it should be understood that
anything NASA considers non-standard must be funded by the customer
(::-). Also, as shown in a later chapter, the addition of the
non-standard services increases the total integration time. The bottom,
line is these carriers have inherent flexibility, but at a Price. Uith
this in mind, specifics on some of the carriers are presented next.

The Adaptive Payload Carrier (AM), the Get-Awa.-Special (t - an
active carrier) Adapter Beam. the Bridge Payload Carrier and Extended
Adaptive Payload Carrier are similar side-wall structures, all
currently available. The GAS Adapter Beam and the B3ridge Payload
Carrier were originally designed to support GAS Payloads, but can
support other small payloads (i9:-).

The Delta Keel Payload Carrier is the single structure attached
only to the keel of the orbiter bay. It is currently available. and
can be used in conjunction with the other passive carriers to allow
full use of he volume of he bay (19:-).

The Capacity of Opportunity Payload Experiment Truss (COPE) and
the Development Flight Instrumentation Carrier (DFI) are both .ASA
carriers. The COPE structure has been ce'rtified. but not manufactured.
One OFI structure is available, but is not commonly used (9:-: 1:-).

The final structure in this class, the Mission Peculiar Equlpment
Support Structure (IfESS), Is perhaps the most used experiment succort
structure. It has flown on numerous occasions for a wide variety of
experiments and various sponsors (9:-). This is a reflection of its
flexibility, In addition, because It has flown so much. it is fa"Tiliar.
to NASA and Potentially could have a shorter integration schedule thar
an unfamiliar carrier. Beveral are currently av/ailable 19:-: 21:--).

Active carriers: These are support structures Providing experiment
mounting support, a mechanical interface with the orbiter, and scv-e
level of electrical. thermal, and/or data (cowrand, control, telemretr,.',
support to the experiment. These carriers range from those Providin.
-re-specifled levels of support, to those with a standard shuttle
interface Providing the maximum support available from the orbiter 'see
Table 2). Soe of the carriers Provide limited services frcm.
carrier-provided support equipment. Others provide limited shuttle
interfaces, while the remaining provide full orbiter services throu_ a
set of standard interfaces. However. the experiment cannot request
unique interfaces with the orbiter (S:Ch 3). The adv-antage in all
cases is that the structures have standard Interfaces with t1e

A..
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Curer I Ness I flunting I Power I Datz I Theral I CWrrier I Locatiol I Soarce
ICapicity I l i 1 I I Control I ass I I
I'Dtbs) I (in) I I I I (Ibs) I I

... .... -. .............. .............. .............--

1. Hid-deck 66 2 ca.,ft. Yes No Active la.. Cmey NASA
Locker Cabin

2. Get-Awia- 200 3 ca.ft. No Yes No 366 Side-vill NASA 1.
Specill (on-off

only)

3. Ntchhiker R 1ZA8 81 sq.ft. Yes Yes Active 1288 Across-the NASA
big

4. Hitchhiker G 758 66 x So Yes Yes No 10 Side-vail NASA

3. Orbital flight ZSH8 IO x 96 Yes Yes Active 2566 Across-the NASA
Test Pallet bi'

6. Spicelab 7608 552 sq.ft, Yes Yes Active 336 Ftll-biy NASA

Table 2: ActIve Experimemnt Suport Structure Characteristics.
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orbiter. and standard documentation and procedures (25:-). The later
discussion on integration cycles will show the importance of this.

Of course. the disadvantage of this class of carriers is the
mirror image of the advantage - the pre-specified services are
limiting. In some cases it is the level of service. In others
flexibility is lost due to standard shuttle interfaces. However. there
is great variety in this class, as the following review indicates.

The mid-deck lockers are the only carrier located in the crew
compartment. Experiments scheduled into them generally require
manipulation by a crew merer. Usually. the ser/ices available are :
limited, but WA has an occasion extended the level. On any flig,t
the number of lockers available varies due to Performance factors and
crew size. It can range from five to thirteen. -ASA manages all
locker operations (1:65: 19:-).

The Get-Away-Special is another special program managed by tABA.
These GAS structures are self-contained bay structures capable of
mounting on either the side-wall or a special across-the-bay bridge.
Experiments placed in these structures usually are autonomous, and the
only active service is an on-off controller. However, there are now
available GAS structures , ith o ening lids and apparatus to e.ject the
Payload. There are 30 GAS cans in the current inventory (I:5-55: . -.
19:-),

There are tw types of Hitchhiker carriers. Both are managed by
NASA, and have similar aims. These structures were developed to
Provide Quick and continued access to the shuttle for experimenters.
The lAvel of services are fixed. The experimenter must remain within
the envelope specifled by NASA, but the integration process is
streamlined. The Hitchhiker M is based on the MPESS structure and has ..

more weight carrying capacity than the Hitchhiker G side-wall
structure. In both cases, the choice of experiments is managed by the
carrier manager. not NASA headquarters. Hitchhikers are mot available
from commercial sources (23:-). .

The final two carriers in this class are both pallet struct:ues.
e, the Orbital Flight Test (OFT) Pallet. was used in the STS flight

test Program. Through its Interface wit", the orbiter. it car prcvide a
full range of orbiter services. There is only we OFT mallet. managed
by NPS: it is seldom ued (9:-). The secod carrier in this class _"

the Spacelab Pallet. This is the most sophisticated mallet with great
capacity and flexibility. It also interfaces with the orbiter for a
full range of services. There are several Spacelab Pallets. but the
demand is great and the current inventory is booked for the next
several years (0:-: 23:-),

In sumrmary. this class of carriers Provides a wide range of
capabilities in standardized configurations. This standardization
leads to decreasing corlexity in terms of the integration cycle. L.t
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also a reduction in flexibility when compared to the passive carriers.
The next tw-o classes have similar. varying capabilities but s eciaiized
applications.

Free-flying structures: These are support structures Providing some
level of the services mentioned previously, as well as. a capability to
separate from the orbiter for varying lengths of time. There are three
structures in this class (see Table 3). Two Points should be
remembered concerning these carriers. First. the level of services
available is reduced compared to the attached carriers. This stems
from the fact that there is limited interface with the shuttle,
terminated upon separation from the shuttle (24:-). Secondly, by
their nature. the Payloads are complex. This is because the Pavload
rinst be separated from the orbiter using the Rerote Manipulator System,
IRIS). reuiring a complex crew interface and maneuvering on the Part
of the shuttle (19:-). However, this is he only way an experiment
can operate outside the envircrrent of the shuttle. With this in mirnd.
each of the carriers will be reviewed as there are substantial
differences between them.

The first of the f ree-f lyers is he Long Duratio, Exposure
Facility (LDEF). This carrier Provides minimal services for a large
number of experiments with a requireent for long duration exposure to
the space environment. It is a .ASA managed structure. and onl-i cre
exists (i9:-). It was launched in April 1984, and has not beer
recovered (9,-). Mission duratian is dictated by Te retrieal
schedule and orbit decay (25:-),

The Shuttle Pallet Satellite (SAS) is a German owned structure
that has previously flown. It can support up to 20W pounds of Payload
and has a mission duration of approximately 40 hours, There is one
available at this tie (19:-: 24:-).

The final free-flyer is the SPART4'J structure. This is a NASA
managed carrier providing limited services to ex erimerts. It has a
flight duration of a=proximately 40 hours. Suport is obtained .ia
contract with rAA's Goddard Space Fligtt Center. Goddard makes
decisions on experiment selection (2i:-). r.ASA is scheduling thi=
carrier twiCe a -.ear to Provide opportunities for R D ayloa,d '9:--.
.hile this carrier does not have the same capability as the SAS. te
Spartan has an advantage in that the interface and inte-:atir schecrie
are well defined by NASA (24:-).

The free-falyer structures ha,,e the uniz.e -apabtlit,/ zf Saparatr:..
from the orbiter for varying lengths of tire. and then be retzie.ed ard
retur-ed to he experimenter. This capability does cost in term: of
complexity and flexibility, The next group reviewed. the specialt-..
carriers, has even more limited applications.

Specialty carriers: These are experiment support strictures tailored

.-. .,
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I Mass I anting I PoWer I Data I Attitude I Theral I Freefly I Carrier I Source
Carrier ICipacity I Area I I I Control I I Duition I .iss I

Illbs) I (in) I I I I I I (ibs) I

1. Loll 12,60 72 Trays NO No Gravity No 6 no. + 22,088 HASA
Duration M1x38x2 Gradient
Ex~posure N

* Facility

2. Shuttle 798 111 sq.ft. Yes Yes 3-axis Passive 48 1288 CON.
Pillet Gyro hours

Satellite

3. SPARTAN 581 38 cu.ft. Yes Yes 3-axis Passive 48 n/a HASA
Gyro hours

(Note: LDEF is I fall-1aY paillet, SPAS and SPARTAN both Across-the-bay strctures.)

Table 3: Free-flyer Experiment 9.pport 5tructure Ohar:teristics.

4. 10i
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to very specific experiments. Thus, their applicability is reduced.

The Get-Away-Special Bridge. mentioned earlier, is an
across-the-bay structure designed to carry 12 GS Payloads. It is a
f~rSA managed structure. The principal advantage is the economy of -'-.,
effort obtained and the utilization of the full bay volume for multiple ' %.

R& Payloads (10:-).

The final two structures are both Pointing and tracking systems.
One the Instrument Pointing System. is a WASA managed attached
structure designed for use with the Soacelab Pallets - only crne exists
(1:71-73). The other. the ASTRO-SPAS. is under develcpment in Germany.!.
It is a free-flying variation of the SPAS and is not expected to be
available for 3-5 years (4:73-75).

To summarize. there is a ,wide variety of services available from
the existing inventory of experiment support structures. The different
classes each provide unique capabilities and within the classes varying
advantages and disadvantages exist. In the next section the
experiments are revieked in terms of how they use these capabilities.

EXPERIMNT EJI-."

The Department of Defense is emtarking on an extensive space-bas.ed
research and development Program. The figures cited in the
introduction to this chapter illustrate this point. In this section
sone characteristics of the experiments with current STS spacefi",t
requests are revieAed. The intent of the review is to illustrate the
wide variety of suport requested and Point out where demand for
services of a Particular type is great. The importance of this is that
ultimately, it is the experimenters' requirements which must be met. r-- t

The data on the requi rements reviewed in this chapter was =r:, ided
by he OD STS Program Office. Both classified and unclas.itied data
were available. However. only unclassified sources ,were u s- _ "-.
importance is not the strict technical details tat the trends and
variety, In any case. the unclassified experiments are a
representative cross section of the total inventory (25:-;.

Of the 100 experiments on, the unclassified listings. .55 ;=- Ie
desig ,ated to fly on existing standard carriers reviemed in J1is
chapter.

- Two have bter, assembled using the adapti,,e payload carrier.
These are multi-mission Payloads and have flo.n previously.

- Twenty-eiht are requesting mid-deck locker space.

- Thirteen are GAS experiments.
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- Five have requested space n the second L.DEF mission scheduled
to fly in May 197.

- Six are designed for the Hitchhiker structures.

e- e experiment is requesting a SPARTAN flight.

An additional 13 experiments are planned as in-bay experiments b. t
not on one of the standard carriers. Two of these will be dedicated
Payloads with an integral support structure. Three others have
structures designed secifically for the experiment. These will fly asPrimary Payloads as Part at a mixed cargo. Six experiments indicate a
requirement for free-flight but have not selected a carrier. Current
Indications are the existing Inventory of free flyers will rreet the
needs of these experiments. The final four experiments in this
category only indicate a requirement for space in the bay. No specific
carrier has been deslgnated. This makes them similar to the remainig-
experiments (1,:-: 16:-).

There are 30 experiments for which no specific flight requirements
have been levied. All these experiments are on the current Space Test
Program Prloritization list. They are seeking launch suport frcm the

* Space Test Program and, at this time, have only defined the mission
obiectives and experiment technical secificaticns. Desig, for
spaceflight has yet to be accomplished. and until this is done no
carrier selection is Pcssible (21:-) However, the anticipation i.
rrst will design to a particular carrier as this orovides the maxim um
opportunities for flight. Additionally, a Previous study found that
many of the experiments or, the STP priority list Indicated a oreference
for free-flight (22:5).

The experiments reviewed above are only a sample of the tot-!
inventory. As stated earlier, the classified experiments were not
-onsidered. However, the sponsors of the experiments on both lists
have reqjested spaceflight support from either the CO S75 Pr-gram
Office or the Space Test Program. Yet more are being developed in
laboratories across the nation - many associated with the ctrat_=_:
Cefense Initiative (SDI). The .3l-sponsored experiments exhibit th7e
Potential for the same great variety seen in the previ us exerirerts
supported through the STP and STS Program offices. Yet there is an
unknown associated with DI due to the nature of the research, There
is a Potential for increased complexity and size (23:-). The Poit i Z
that it is difficult to predict what the future requirements ,,ill be
other than to say they will be as varied as today. Thus the choice of
a strJcture. or inventory of structures. baa-d on existing rec~i.srents
may not fulfill future needs, However, there are acme additional
factors which. If taken into account. will Put the decision on fi.-rrer
ground. These are the organizational influences of the launch surpc:tageCr C ci es,.-.

4,4
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Chapter Three

NASA SPRT TO R&D PAY LOACS

As stated in the introduction. NASA has consistently7 supported RAO
pa7,1ads - ranging from small crew cabin experiments to dedicated
Spacelab missions. The infrastructure behind this support is extsive
and involves both administrative Procedures for manifesting the
oa-.loads and technical services for integrating the experiment onto1 the
carrier (creating a payload) and the Payload into the shuttle. Both .
areas have significant impact on CD supported payloads. In this
chapter the manifestin_ system. the integration Process. and NA4SA's
management of suport structures are discussed in turn.

PAYLOAD MAJJI FESTING

Manifesting is simply the Process ASA uses to assign a,-lada t"-
specific flights. hhfortunately. it is not a simple Process because
there are multiple Payloads on each flight and because both the Payload
schedule- and the shuttle schedules are constantly changing. This
section focuses on the manifesting system and its impact or, OM R&D
Payloads by examining the priorities NASA uses in assigning payloads,
their systematic approach to ensure compatibility. and how each
interact to create difficulties for the DOD.

The manifesting process is carried out b! the Flight Assi,nment
tWorkin_ Group (FAUG) (8:15). Although NASA ccnsiders manifesting an
internal Process, this group does have a OD member (.5:-). The DOD
is represented for three reasons. First. the DOD does operate so-me
portions of the STS, including the Vandenberg launch site. Procurement
and ooeration of the inertial upper stage. and some of the radar and
tracking organizations (7:-). The second reason is the DOD is the
largest single customer on the shuttle (6:33). Recently. the CD
agreed to fly at least one-third of all shuttle missions (25:-) and
negotiated to Pay a certain portion of the SMS fixed cost. regardless .'-.

-of the actual rumber of DM flights (23:-). Finally. the CCO has
missions important enough that tAA must Plan around ter ,:7-), he
COD FAnG recresentative looks out for these interests. Unforturatel.
the DOD representative also spends considerable time getting R&D
experiments on the schedule because NASA considers them secondary
Payloads and l4 in Priority (25:-). This disparitY in Priorities is
one of the major drawbacks in the support system. "-'

&mod.
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NASA actually has th.o Priority systems - one for Primary Payloads
and one for secondary payloads. The best way to distinguish bet.,een
the N.o types is by defining a secondary Payload. It is any relatively
small (less than five per cent of the total orbiter capacity) Payload
willing to fly on a space available basis. Space available is defined
as the capacity of orbiter ser.vices (performance. space. crew tirme.
consumables. etc.) left after the primary assigned payloads'
requirements are met. Thus, a secondary Payload is a small oay load
willing to either accept what is available on a given flight or wait
until a flight exists which can meet all its requirements, Primary
Payloads are all large payloads and any small Payload unwilling to
accept the provisions listed above. NASA's overall priority system is
Primaries first, secondaries second. Within each of these payload
classes separate oriority systems exist (23:-).

In Practice the priority system for Primary payloads is as
follows:

1. National Security Missions, Missions certified by the
Secretary of the Air Force as necessary to the national securit cf thE
Un ited States. These will be flown as close as Possible to the
scheduled launch date and will not be pre-empted by anY other mission:

2. Commercial and other DW missions. All commercial missicrs
and CCO missions not considered essential to naticnal securit';. T),ee
will be flown as close as Possible to the requested fliIt in the order
in which they are booked;

3. NASA sonsored Payloads. All NASA sponsored missions. These
will be flown as soon as possible but usually after the Payloads in

* Priorities I and 2 are scheduled (23:--).

The Priority system works in the following manner. First. te OT
national security missions are out in the schedule. Next. the
-.crmmercial and remaining OM Payloads are olaced in the scherJjle as
close as Possible to their remuested launch date. When coniflicts in.
this category occur. Priorities are determined using the 5TS corm N-
(Request for Flight Assignment) submission date. This is referred to
as the booking date. Finally, the t4SEA missions are scheduled into the
remaining slots. in an order determined by NASA, There are some
exceptions to the priority system. Some NASA missions have critcal
launch windows, and AISA will establish a firm schedule date for he-e,'
"-Inen adiustments are made to the schedule. th*e are rmade arcund these
missions. In essence, they becoTe Priority I missions. Hcever. JDC,
Priority I missions could Pre-emmt these if necessary (23:-. The
Galileo and Ulysses missions scheduled for May 1966 are example-s .f
this type mission. While this Priority Process seems simple. there are
two things which comlicate it. -

The first of these is the STS operates more like a -cheJ.!led bus
system than the taxi system nature of the exoendable launch --i:I=
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(ELV). The ELVs support a single Payload and generally fl I.,, eve
the user wants. The support provided is tailored to the P'ay load and
there are no other customers so there Is not a problem with
corriatibility. Typically, the only constraint is launch Pad
availability (1-7:2) . The shuttle is a bus ,.jich plans to leave at a
certain time, travels a fixed route. and often, has mrultiple riders.
Wh~en building the manifest this mu~.st be taken into account.

The second complicating factor is that ever',thirq in the sy)stem is
c.onstantly changing. The shuttle has Problems. and the whole schedule
is delayed. Payloads change requiremnents, and this upsets the
established mix of Payloads, and the schedule mrust be Charged. Far ore
reason or another entire flights have been cancelled. It is
interesting to note that fully one-half of the flighits scheduled at the
beginning of 19M for the period IQ8M through 1985 were cancelleid
2 'M:-), in any cs.the result is- the manifest is constantlyi

Charging. and the manifesting Process is always on-going.

The manifesting system n±-sas follows. The first schedule of
any iteration is called a strawman. This strawman manifest is- p-it
together usirg tH.,e Priorities listed above and broad guiidelines oni.r'
Performance and compatibility. This strawqTan is first assessed by

cU 4- p Sjr,;:Kennedy Space :enter personnel to ensure the grornd facilites. suct
jiment. and orbiters are available and can meet the scheduile.

AI~ustrents are mrade based on th-iz review, and the stralWma is releasedq
to the rema in i nq FAVWG memrbers f or a more detail1ed revie &.) : 1. f

7Tre DM' s review consists of ensuring the needs of th+-e C
Payloads are met and the CM resources requjired to support thne s=chedu'Le
are available, The N4ASA agencies (primarily Johnson Space Center)
conduct a detailed comp~atibility assessment based on Payload S

requirements and cargo mixes. Detailed structural. thermal. crew
activity. avionics, center of gravity, and Performance assessments are
made to ensure the Payloads in each mi,., are compatible with each oth-er
and the shuttle. Ouring these reviews trade-of fs are made to. enre:
each nE/aIoad's mission objectives can be met. Di~ce a comr.plete

assementis rmade the adJusted mi'aifest is sut'itted to NS
maaement and the CDI for approval. Barring unforseen difficulti::,

the mraifeast is then approved and released to the PuAbli:Bch 4). At
this point t-e Process begins all over. Typically, the small Pa '--de
are not added +1o te manifest until after this review Process has= tee.
o-mleted due to their space available nature discussed earliz1

(21:-) . The a-s*tem used to manifest these secoindary ;:ycd
S.imilar to the primary slsterr. The major differences lie int-a
-:rioritiesNsA assigns the secondary Payloads, and th4-e timing -=-e
mentioned above.

NAAssecondary Payload manifesting system has two ~irt
categories - ccernercial Joint Endeavor Agreement pay'loads, and all
others. :ocint Endeav~or Agreemrent '.J-EA. Pa7 loads are usuall tac!-nolcg-
derrnrstrstior: and/'or R&D ventires, scnsored by a corrirercial roner n.

IfI



*iNASA subsidizes these Payloads in order to encourage the utilization of
space by the commercial sector and to broar The technlc. tase.
SGiven the emphasis President Reagan Places on comrrercialization of
space. this priority is not unexpected (25:-),

Once the JEAs are scheduled. NASA manifests the remaining
" saco.dary payloads on The basis of cokin_ date end compatibilit -y .tA th

the Primary Payload. Compatibility is judged in the same manner as
between primary payloads, except he secondaries are judged against the
margin: i.e., they have to meet their requirements within the left-over
apacity of the shuttle (1:31). As mentioned earlier. the secondaries

either live within the available resources or wait for a later :ide.
Of more significance to The OD is the Problem of using the book;ing..
date to determine Priorities (2:-). This means simply fiz- .
first out, If the flow of Payloads thrcu._i-, he system .oas orderl:.
there .. uld be less a problem. H owever, as mentioned in the
introdjction. here is a substantial backlog of small payloads. A 1925
study of the backlog by Johnson Space Canter Personnel cncluded it
,.a.ld take approximate!.; two ::ears to fly all the mid-deck experirrcmnts
on 'the books at the time. taen the study was done. there were 4 51 GAS
experiments reouesting flight - orl9/ .3 flew in The fir-st tuo :9e=-A; of
the Program. No estimate of The length- of time required to .,-or ,f
this backlog was made (18:-). The other classes of small payload
accommodations had similar backlogs. Since the studY. the situaticr
has gotten worse. not better (:-. ',at +his means to the r=' tDa:. .- -.

is that as new maYloads are added to the list. the- go or. the bottom.
.-AS A. using the first in first out oilosc-,y, atterts to fl, 'te
older payloacs first. Given he volatility zf the ST schedule. The

* newer Payloads have little hope of getting a cick ride. This
uncertainty is aggravated by the late manifesting decisions made by
NA A concerning secondary payloads,

Secondary payloads usually are not manifested urtil after The
Cargo Integration Review (CIR) for a Particular .nEiSI:r 'IS:--7.1n;, =
occurs asproximately nine months Prior tc fli.,;t (17:-'. The r..ASA
mranifests runs sligtly over three Years for t.e Primar;, ;:a- l dca..
'3:);,. Hove-ver. due to Th.e :hanging nature of The cargo mixes. .SA
rranagement prefers to delai decisiCns zr The secondaries until Ite
final performance numbers are in. These are revie-ed at The CIR
(25:- ). This late man ifesting, combined with the low oriorit, _lier-
most s condary payloads. results in considerable uncertairty for ie
e:,:erirrenters "M:-)., This uncertainty ,rears the experimenter ,=t t"
ready to fly as soon as possible to take adartage o" an,: ." ""
To do so The exper ment must f irst go through The A iarterti.:r
cycle.

FAYLOW IrTEMATIw

The , integration Process Is desired to ensure :e z
te customer are met txile also ensuring t'e a/load is c_, .,i-" l- ,,th

16 --
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the orbiter. The process involves 0

- Preparation of tie Payload Integration Plan (PIP).

- Preparation of the Interface Control Document '!TLO, 

- the safety re-view Process.

- the detailed engineering analyses, and

- the integration review cycle (8:0-1 2).

The timing of this system is fixed for various types of Payloads. and
:annot be by-passed. Hv,ever. in certain cases the timing car be -'"-
accelerated (25:-).

Of the different segments of the Process., pearaps The most.

Critical is the preparation of the PIP, This document

- defines rola-z and responsibilities.

- defines +he technical baseline.

- defines the integration tasks. and

- establishes the schejle for the integration tas * :,.

In hort. it drives all the remaining integration activities. The
other activities involved in the integration cycle usiall, ,:ccur aft--
the start of the PIP Preparation Process. Each of the activities i..
a role in ensuring c:omatibility tetween the orbiter and the :al-:ad.
For example. the ICD. Prepared shortly after the PIP. zzecifles the .2
interface bet.heen the orbiter and the Payload (8: 11). The Satet
review Process, of critical concern to NASA. runs thr.2u4out the -::

~S:13. he timetable of These tasks is sho ,T at Figire I.

N N
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tnths Before Launch

20 I8 16 14 12 10 8 6 4 2 0

Payload Integration
Plan ...... X

Interface Control
Documnit ... 6 . . A ' at,

Safety Reviets ...... X. ..... . . .. s... . .... .... . X

Phasei 2 3

Engineering
Submittals .. ............ X . A

IntegrationRe¢iews .. .. .. . .. ... K.e * a -. e$om Ve.I|ee | . #m. 1 :

-;ire 1: Typical Payload Integration Schedule (8:8).

The cycle shon is for a typical Payload. Tvpical can tp :4
translated as a non-conlex orimary Payload. Certain Payloads have
longer cycles. These include most D dedicated Payloads,. all t1,1e
S-acelab Payloads. and any Payload with unique requirements (8:8).
This later category includes large experiment support structures with
multiple experiments and high crew activity requirements. Hobever.
there are some classes of Payloads having shorter cycles. Table 4
shows some typlcal Integration times for some of the experiment
structures mentioned earlier. The time savings come from the relati:e
simplicity of these smaller Payloads, and the experience SA obtaired
or. previ. z flights of the structures (25:-) Based on wor'k.ir, ,it
knom' configurations, r4SA has streamlined the integration :_C _"
creating standard documentation and engineering analyses. For example.
NASA JSC has defined a small Payload configuration for a small
experiment and Published a standard PIP and ICD Efor it (8:21i). If the
experimenter stays within that =tadard, the paylcad is consider-ed
simple, Orce the experimenter re uests services outside this stndard - -

it becces a non-standard. more cmrlex Payload (25:-) As zl,=,-r. i"-
Table .. this incurs a six month Penalty, This concept of standard
carrier spec fications leads to the last area of influence - ,16
managed carriers.

,.
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Configuration Integration Time
Prior to Fligh t

Simple Crew Compartment 5 to 13 manths -

Complex Crew Crrmartment 13 to 24 months

12 to 18 months

Simple Sidewall 12 to 24 months %

Complex Sideo.all 18 to 30 months

Other carriers 12 to 36+ months
(Hitchhiker. SPAS. etc)

Table 4: Typical R&D Payload Integration Times (25:-..

N A S A M A ED E X P EI M ES\ J T P P C T S T T h RSf

In order to extend the level of support to NASA and other
researchers. NASA has developed some standard carriers and manages both
the experiment-to-carrier integration and the Payload-to-orbiter
integration. These carriers, reviewed in Chapter Two. include the Get
Away Special, both Hitchhiker structures, the Spartan structure. the
Long Duration Exposure Facility, the mid-deck lockers, and the Spacelab
mallets (19:-). Within this group. four have special advantages over
he rest of the carriers reviet.4ed. The GAS. mid-deck locker, and two

Hitchhiker structures have programs khich can Provide Quick access to
the shuttle. Essentially, NASA has established certain levels of ..
services associated with each of these carriers, sowmetimes knon as thie
Small Payload Accomodations Package (2:-). Experiments designed
within these criteria can reduce significantly the time and effort of
integration, There is one additional imrportant fact-or. -WSA has. i-,.
Place. the Personnel. facilities. Procedures. and hardjware for these
Programs. The experimenter only has to provide the hardware associated
with the experiment (25: -). There are, however. some drawbacks.

An earlier review of the small Payload accomranations serviice: .. ,

indlated some Payloads Proposed by the DCOD researchers would not fit
within the envelope, This does not mean the carriers ae not capable
of handling the requirements. The level of services offered as Part of
the small Payload Package was minimal to simplify- the integration,

19-
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process. This was accomplished by severely restricting the interface
with the shuttle and crew (25:-). The same carriers could rovide a
higher level of service by increasing the interface. However. r ABA
then treats the payload as unique. and the integration cycle becores
more complex (5:Ch 4). In either case the problem of getting or the
manifest still exists. However, NASA has made some effort to ensure
exposure of these carriers by scheduling in advance the flight of the
Hitchhiker structures, the Spartan structure, and an occasional 9S
bridge. These are scheduled without decisions concerning the
experiment to be flown (23,.-).

NPSA support to R&D has been extensive in the past and continues
to grow. Their efforts to simplify the integration cycle for some of
the carriers can be of great benefit to the research community.
However. the Proble s existing within the scheduling sy;stm - the
.requent delays and the priority systems - create tremendous
difficulties. The next chapter will focus an the two OM organizaticris
tasked with the Job of working around these Problems and getting the .. - -

critical O R&D missions flow in a timely manner.

A
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Chapter Four

DOD ORGANIZATINAL 9JPOR TO R&D PAYLOADS

As mentioned in Cbapter Two, there has been a tremendous increase
in the level of DOD space-based R&D activity on the STS in the last few
years. In order to support this activity. there are two organizations.
both located at Air Force Systems Command's Space Division
Headquarters, Providing support. In ttis chapter the activity of these
two organizations is reviexed in terms of how this activity influences 
he choice of carriers. These Programs are the Space Test Program and
the Space Transportation System Program Office. The Space Test Program
has rovided support to DOD space-based research for many years. and
will be discussed first.

THE SPACE TEST PROURAM

The Space Test Program (STP) is .a tri-service Program. managed b.
the Air Force. chartered and funded to provide spaceflight
opportunities for DOD research experiments. Since 1966 STP has f!c'.r
over 100 experiments, mainly on expendable launch vehicles (EL s).
Recently, however. much of its work is directed toward Preparing
Payloads for the shuttle (1:11-i9). There are three areas needing
emphasis in regards to the STS - the STP priority system. their
charter to buy generic spacecraft. and their Philosophy for packaging
experiments. Each are important in terms of the questions addressed in
this study.

The 57 priority system impacts the decisions only indirectly, but -.
it o:es have some influence. The regulation governing +he S Process
states that a board will meet annually to Prioritize the experiments
submitted for consideration. These experiments come from all the
uniformed services as well as other OOD R&D organizations. The board. ..
in its annual meeting, listens to the Proposals and ranks the
experiments based on military relevance, cost. schedule. etc.. (13:0-
3). The Priorities established throug, this system are used b. Ite S ,
office in determining funding and supocrt for the experiments
(13:Ch 2). They fly them in the order listed, based on the fit between
opportunity and the requirements of the Payload, However. not all the
experiments handled by STP go through the annual prioritization
Process. STP recently instituted a Quick Response Shuttle Payload .
Q Program (3: i). This program is designed to fly Payloads in as
little as nine months if an oportunity comes available (5:1). The

%~~~ ...
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payloads qualifylng for this program typically are small payloads with
minimum requirements - very similar to the small Payload
accommodations package forwarded by NASA. In most cases the QRSP
experiments do not use the same equipment as the experiments on the STP
priority list. However. there does appear to be a possibility of
conflict as the traffic model increases (25:-). Also. some Programs
applying for Q status do not meet the simplicity requirements. In
any case, the IRSP system exists outside the standard prioritization
cycle. Another area where the priority system is impacted is the
packaging Philosophy of STP.

One of STP's philosophical approaches to packaging experiments is
a holdover from their experience with ELVs. When flying on an ELV the
tendency is to Put as many experiments as possible n the flight.
Often. a single large experiment would serve as the primary, with
secondaries added when Possible. However, the total package was an rSPi
payload (1:25). SIP has carried this over to the STS. A couple of
things result from this philosophy. First, these packages use the
larger experimental support structures and, consequently, are scheduled
as primary payloads n the manifest (25:-). However. their Priority
is equal to the commercial Payloads in most cases and face the
possibility of continued movement in the schedule. A second result is
the small payload may have a longer wait for a ride than if flying
alone and it certainly faces a longer and more expensive integration
cycle. The longer integration cycle comes from the fact that The total
Payload is now considered complex by NASA. and the shorter cycles no
longer apply. The increased expense comes from the longer time the
investioator spends on the project and the increased cost of he
additional analyses necessary to ensure compatibility between he
carrier. the shuttle. and the other payloads (23:-). This discussion
applies to the payloads (experiment/carrier combination) managed --%
in-house by S.P These are built when one of the experiments suported 4%
by S7 has the priority to generate a primary Payload. However. most
experiments are flown using space available on other carriers. The
program managers do use this avenue when Possible (13:5).

The primary method STP uses to take advantage of space available
flights is to contract directly with NASA for space on the N. A managed
experiment support structures. In fact STP has arranged space on all
of the space available structures - both Hitchhikers. GAS. LDEF,
Spartan, and mid-deck lockers (21:-). The LCEP is a special case ir.
terms of manifesting, as it flies rarely. The other Payloads. hoeer,
fall under the rules discussed in Chapter Three. That is, the

* experiments Placed on these carriers are ,WSA sponsored and have a lvw.
Priority. Due to this relatively low priority, they face the sare
Possibillties for delay as the small Payloads on the larger 0C
sponsored structures discussed above. The combination of the Priority
system and the manner in which the payloads are packaged only increases
the likelihood of delay. This is one of the reasons SiP is interested
in Purchasing generic equipment (23:-).
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The Space Test Program, in Its role as a launch suport agency.
has direction to supply standard experimental support equiment to the
users. Specifically, the STP Program Management Directive (P) states
"...STP will develop and use standard hardware when practical...'
(11:1). It further states "...STP will =ravide only standard hard.'are
and services..." (11:2). This is interpreted to mean STP will provide
DOD experimenters the necessary support equiiment needed to conduct
space experimentation. Hc.ever, the structure should not be unique to
a single experiment. Air Force Regjlation Be-2, the STP governing
regulation, supports this. It states "...If an experiment requires
support beyond that Provided by the standard hardware, this additional
support is funded by the experimental sponsors..." (12:6). The
implication of this is a single experiment cannot drive the requirement
for an STP Provided experimental support structure.

In summary, the Space Test Program office is a major su~morter of
DOD space-based R&D. Its Philosophy, Priority system. and direction to
provide support hardware all have significant influence on any decision
concerning the type of equipment The DOD should buy. There is,
hcge~ver, another organization providing support to COD R&D. This is
the STS Program Office. 0p.

THE SPACE TWEPRTATION S'r'TEM PROURNI OFFICE

The DOD's Space Transportation System Program Office tSTSPO). as
The principle interface with NASA in regards to shuttle matters. is
tasked with the manifesting of all DO payloads, as well as. the
management of integration activities for DOD Payloads onto the shuttle
(12:3). This responsibility brings with it significant influence on
DOD space-based R&D activities. In this section, three areas are
discussed: STSPD organizational direction to provide standard
equipment: the manifesting priority uncertainties: and the influence %

of the flight reinursement system. These are each covered in turn.

The STS also has direction to Purchase standard equipment to
support DOD Payloads. Their PM4 directs the STSD to "...develop.
acquire. integrate, and maintain common Payload support equipet... .
(12:5). While this direction might appear to conflict with the STP
direction, in actuality it reinforces Space Division's charter to
Provide standard experiment suport equipment. Both organizations
realize the need to coordinate any purchase to ensure the Promer mi. .s
.acuired. There is. unfortunately. a Prclem with the next -_int tc "e
considered - the manifesting Priorities.

The Space Test Program has long had the lead in supporting the bulk
of the R&D experiments requesting spaceflight. Hoever. with the
advent of the shuttle the STS Program Office has become actively
involved by assisting STP in integrating some Payloads onto the shuttle
and manifesting all DOD Payloads (21:-). In this latter role some
conflicts have crept into the system. As discussed earlier. 7P has a
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priority system for R&D payloads and a QRSP program with no priority
process. However. not all R&D experiments come through STP. The STP
provides its services to experimenters not authorized their own eans
of flight: i.e.. they can't buy a ride (13:3). Yet one of the major
RMD customers in the DOD, the Strategic Defense Initiative
Organization, does have authorization to purchase flights and falls
outside the STP priority system. The difficulty this creates is there
is no overall manifesting priority list for all the DOD payloads. Thei
STSO, charged with the job of ranifesting these Payloads. has a
difficult time making decisions without an overall priority system. in
the past the job was simplified by the low number of experiments ready
for flight. However, as the number goes up, the problem gets worse.
Some efforts are being made to resolve this Problem, including the
creation of a joint STP/S"TSPO Customer Service Office. This office is
the initial Point of contact for all new payloads and should Provide L
manifesters with more visibility into the traffic. However. without a
single Priority system. the manifesting problem will not go awa;

The final area of consideration in this section is the STO
management of he Obiter Flight Charge (OFC) reirrmbursement to r4SA.
Under the provisions of the M0A betmeen NASA and The DW, The CD rays
for each shuttle mission and receives certain standard services in
return. The number of missions to be flown each year is Projected
three years in advance and payment made one year Prior to the year of
flight. Once a Payment is made, if a flight was cancelled he 000
received a credit in later years (20:-). This created some Problems
for NASA cue to the tremendous fluidity in the DOD launch schedule
(23:-). To alleviate this a new agreement was reached in iM_5. Under
its Provisions, effective in 19M, the OM will fly one-third of all
shuttle flights over The following 10 years. The reimbursement for
these flights consists of a fixed cost and a variable cost. The fixed
cost (S30 million Per flight. FY62 dollars) will be Paid the year --rior
for one-third the total flights scheduled. This payment is not
reimbursable. even if no DOD flights are flown. The variable cost ($3':
million per flight, FY82 dollars) will be paid only i- the flight is
flo n (23:-). For example. if 24 flights are scheduled in a given
year (The assumed mature system flight rate). the DOC, will pay tA3-A
S240M the year prior. This money will not be reirrmbursed in an. case.
If, during the flight year. the COD flies four missions. 44SA will be
Paid an additional $12GM. This impacts the R&D Payloads in tvo ways.

The first concerns availability of space for the smaller Pa,,loads.
Under The old agreement The DCD did not pay an Orbiter Flight Care

for small payloads. This was because the DOD and rNASA could rot agree
on a price. This lack of payment allowed NASA to give COD small
Payloads a low priority, and the DOD had no leverage. Under he new
agreement, however, the cormitment to buy one-third of all flights
implies a right to use one third of all space. including small pa, load
accommodations. The second otential impact concerns the Prioritv.
given DOD R&D missions (and for that matter. all Priority 2 CE
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missions). Because the DOW has already paid the fixed cost portion of
one-third of the flights, any CM fliht requested by the DCM staying
within the one-third limit must be flow. (Additionally, R&D payloads
wi1 likely get increased support within the DCC because the fixed cost
Portion of these flights will have already been paid,) This should
giv.'e the ST manifesting personnel tremendous leverage when
requestlng flight dates in the future (25:-).

In summary, the STD provides manifesting support to all COD
payloads, Pays for all CO payloads, and provides standard equipment to
these payloads. (Jile only one of these directly concerns small
Payload structures, the other two areas have significant influence on
the manner in ,which they are used and must be considered in the
following analysis section.
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Chapter Five

FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, 4VD EC41eATIUS

In the preceding chapters the factors influencing the strategy
required to cope with the problems associated with the DOD space-basedR&D community requesting flight an the STS were reviewed. In this '

chapter. the information Presented in this review is summarized t%.-.
Presenting secific findings. the conclusions coming out of those
findings, and recommendations offered on the basis of the conclusions.

FINDING"

Using the information presented in Chapters One throug, Four. the
following are the specific findings Pertinent to the question asked ir
this study.

- There are numerous experiment support structures available
capable of meeting a wide variety of needs.

- Eight are Passive carriers. Two are from t.ASA and six tr, r
commercial sources. Of these. the M1ESS has flown most often.

- Six are active carriers, and all are sponsored by ,ASA,

- Three are tree-flyers. Two are from NASA and one from a
commercial source.

- Three are specialty carriers. One supports GS a:.loads.
w'hile the others are pointing and tracking support carriers.

- Of the four groups of carriers reviewed. the Passive carriers
have the most inherent flexibility, while the active group has the r-t
inherent capability.

- The majority of experiments listed in the current DOD irive.tc..
Plan to use one of the existing standard carriers. Those rot
designated against a particular structure will most likely use one of
the existing structures.

- The NASA uses two Priority systems - Primary and sec ,dar,. 1r"

each. DOD RD Payloads compete for scarce space with nor-.
experiments. In any case. both the DOD and non-O0 experiments have
relatively low Priority.

IAnAI1
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- The length of the NASA integration cycle is dependent on the
complexity of the Payload. Any non-standard configuration increases
payload complexity,

- The NASA sponsors R&D experiment support structures with
standard configurations and streamlined integration cycles. The iASA
has in-house facilities to support these structures.

- The CM Space Test Program has a priority system for experiments
not authorized their own means of spaceflight. In addition. they have 1..Y

instituted a Quick Response Shuttle Payload program designed to roviide
rapid opportunities for flight. The QRSP experiments fall outside the
normal prioritization process.

- The STP design Philosophy encourages both Primary Payloads and
the use of space available services.

- The primary space available avenue of M7P son=red experiments
is N4SA sponsored carriers.

- The 57P has Air Staff direction to Provide researchers with
standard experiment support emipment.

- The Space Division STS Program Office has comPlementary
direction to -otain standard experiment support ecuipment.

- The research community has in the past come to both the .T a nd
STS Program offices. The newly formed 5D Customer Service Office is
now the single Point of contact for all new payloads. Howver, there
is still no single experiment Priority list.

- The 0OD has comitted to fly one-third all STS missions over t..e
next 10 Years. The O1 will Pay both a fixed price and a variable
Price. The fixed Price portion of the Payment will be Paid regardlesS
of the number of flights flow, by the C0O.

- Orce the fixed price Portion of the bill is Paid. flig.--i wi-,in
the one-third allont will only pay the variable portion of the
Orbiter Fli_ t Charge,

The data re.iewed in the Previous chapter. summarized in the
findings listed above, lead to several conclusions. These cocClusions
are listed below and form the basis of the recommendations listed in
the last section of the study.

- The CD R&D community is sponsoring a great variety of
experiments. This is based not on a technical review of the '"
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experiments but on the variety of experiment support structures used.
This variety in structures leads to the conclusion the experiments have
differing objectives and technical requirements. There is some
evidence to indicate free-flying capability is relatively important.

- Second, the DO R&D community is ajpparently satisfied with the
Capabilities of the existing structures. In any cae, if the structure
cannot meet the need, the experimenter must provide his own supofrt (or
at least pay for it).

- There is uncertainty concerning the configuration of future R&D
experiments. This is due to the advent of the 3:I, and the changing
nature of the research. For this reason it is concluded that any
carriers Procured must have considerable flexibility. Additionalli,
there should be some caution taken against over-committing to a
Particular inventory until more is know about future requirements.

- The major difficulty in getting OM R&D Payloads flaoin is the
Priority system used by NAS in manifesting Payloads. For various
reasons DOW R&D Payloads have a low Prlority in relation to other £CD

and commercial Payloads. The integration cycle is reduced (dien NASA is
familiar with the carrier.

- Increasing complexity results in an increased integration cycle.
This also costs the experimenter money, but the increased comrlexit""
may be necessary to ensure all needed services are obtained.

- The NASA sponsored experiment suport structures have a variety
of capabilities, and NASA has the in-house facilities to integrate the
experiment to the carrier and the payload into the shuttle.

- The Space Test Program is on sound tooting. The one rraj or
drawback is the lack of a consistent Priority system.

- The STS Program Office is also on sound footing. The rk: , ,i t
MT In resolving conflicts should result in a better operaticn. A gair,,
the lack of a single Priority system is the major drawback,

As a reminder, the overall purpose of this study is to suggest a 4strategy to ensure needed DOD R&D gets fIo, on the shuttle in timei
manner. The specific need identified 1,as for in-house eXperiment
suport structures. The conclusions reviewed above are sp_-ecific to te
different sections covered in the study. Oerall. the general
conclusion is the OD should use caution in buying support structures.
and should eT hiasize flexibility and familiarity. Of those reviewed.
the single carrier best meeting these criteria is the ,ESS. While a
free-tlying capability was identified as relatively impiortant. any
decision to buy a free-flying structure should be delayed until a
specific experiment with sufficient Priority to quallfy as a Prlmary
Payload is identified. At the same time, the OCD should increase tte
use of NASA owned structures and out Pressure on NASA to ensure the CC i
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gets priority. The way to d-o this is two-fold. First. the CCU should
help fund the NASA sponsored structure programs to ensure adJEqjat_-
resources are available for OM use. Second. qi*ven the new financial
arrangement with NASA. the OW should insist NASA give priority to all
CCD payloads. designated national security or not. as long as he total
flight model does not exceed the one-third traffic model agr=ed upcr.
In this way the CCO can be assured it gets the proper priority tor tS
missions.

RCaV AT I ME-

Based on the above conclusions, the following speciic-".

recommendatiorns are made.

I. The OW should buy one MES experiment support structure.

2. The OM should enter into an agreement with NCAS to help -
the NASA sonsored carrier programs, The funding should go t:C , the
purchase of additional harrare dedicated to the OM, and to provide Sn
increased capacity to handle the additional work.

3. The OM should manifest all Payloads within the one-tird-
limit as Priority 1.

4. The OW should institute a master payload priority list.

V9
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